PARTY GUEST TERMS & CONDITIONS
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Parents must purchase separate admission
tickets for children (siblings) not attending
the party and wishing to remain during the
event, whether they wish to play or not.
Payment should be made while registering
the party children in the Party Centre
Reception.
NOTE: These children should be supervised
by an adult at all times and must return to
the Party Centre before the end of the party,
for signing out with the party children.
Parents collecting children left at a party
should return promptly 1hr 45 mins after the
party start time (overleaf) to ensure that they
are signed out promptly at the end of the
party.
For example a party booked for a 1pm start
will finish promptly at 2:45pm.
Children and parents must obey Runamok’s
Terms of Play at all times. Full details are
given on our website, in Reception and on
parts of the main play frame.
Children must be provided with socks. Arms
and legs should be covered to avoid the
possibility of friction burns.

10 COMMERCE STREET, CARRS INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
HASLINGDEN, ROSSENDALE, LANCASHIRE BB4 5JT
TEL: 01706 213 213
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Please Come To My Party
From
To
Date
Time
RSVP

Photography is permitted within Runamok
both in the Party Centre and in the Main
Hall. We do however ask you to be sensitive
to other patrons and their privacy.

Do NOT reply directly to Runamok

WWW.RUNAMOKONLINE.CO.UK
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